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(54) Selective hair- �dyeing tool

(57) This invention relates to a selective hair dyeing
accessory for streaking the hair, of the type comprising
a container designed to enclose a lock of hair, which said
container consists of a flat container consisting of a first
base element (1) with a closed bottom and a perimeter
edge (5) a few millimetres high, a second element (2)
consisting of a grid wall (6) with an edge (7) designed to
overlap with edge (5) of said base (1), which said first

and second elements are hinged at a common edge (3),
and a lid (19), hinged to said second element, which is
designed to move from an open position in which it allows
free access to said grid wall to a closed position in which
it hermetically closes said container.

The accessory is particularly useful and practical, as
it makes the work faster and more convenient, and is
therefore particularly useful for hairdressers and others
performing hair treatments.
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Description

�[0001] This invention relates to an accessory or tool
designed to dye hair selectively in order to produce
"streaks".
�[0002] More particularly, said tool consists of a flat con-
tainer, with a closed base wall, and an upper wall formed
by a grid which is hinged to the preceding wall and fitted
with a lid.
�[0003] Said parts form a flat container into which the
lock of hair to be treated is inserted, so that the products
used, which may be bleaches, dyes or colorants in gen-
eral, can be deposited on the whole of the lock of hair
once, twice or more times with different shades, with no
need to open the container fully and remove the hair.
�[0004] The accessory is therefore particularly useful
and practical, as it makes the work faster and more con-
venient, and is therefore particularly useful for hairdress-
ers and others performing hair treatments.
�[0005] Numerous customers ask their hairdressers to
provide this treatment, which involves selecting some
locks of hair and dyeing them a different colour, for ex-
ample to obtain brown hair with some blonde or differently
coloured streaks.
�[0006] If the streaks are required to be darker than the
natural hair colour, selective dyeing is used, whereas if
the streaks are to be lighter, the locks of hair to be dyed
must be selected, bleached with specific bleaching prod-
ucts, and then dyed to the desired colour.
�[0007] This operation requires a certain skill and con-
siderable attention, because the treatment needs to be
extended as close as possible to the roots of the hair,
without affecting the nearby hair.
�[0008] A number of techniques are known for this pur-
pose.
�[0009] In some cases the hairdresser selects a lock of
hair, wets it with dye and wraps it in tinfoil to ensure that
the nearby hair is not dyed.
�[0010] After the time required for the product to act
(from 5-10 minutes to 1 hour) the tinfoil is removed and
the hair is washed; however, in order to re-�colour the
same locks of hair without dyeing the nearby hair, all the
locks would need to be selected again, which involves a
great deal of time and difficulty and imprecision.
�[0011] Another system is for the customer to wear a
plastic cap containing a series of holes. The hairdresser
uses a hook to pull the various locks of hair through the
holes in the cap, then performs the treatment on those
locks only.
�[0012] This system is obviously not very precise, be-
cause the positions of the holes do not always correspond
to the locks to be selected, and liquid products can very
easily pass through these holes, and often partly colour
other locks of hair.
�[0013] Containers consisting of pouches which open
like a wallet are also known; the locks of hair are intro-
duced into said containers with the dye for the time re-
quired for the product to take effect.

�[0014] Said pouches basically perform the same func-
tion of isolating the lock of hair as tinfoil, with the differ-
ence that they are more practical, and reusable.
�[0015] However, despite these advantages, pouches
have not proved to be the ideal solution, especially when,
as occurs most often, the hair to be streaked must be
dyed with two separate applications.
�[0016] Before the dye is applied, the lock of hair must
be thoroughly washed to remove all trace of the bleach
or dye just used, and this requires the pouches to be
opened, removed to wash the lock of hair and then re-
applied to continue the dyeing process, with the inevita-
ble difficulties encountered by the hairdresser, who has
to insert the same lock of hair in the container without
included the untreated nearby hair.
�[0017] The present invention, which falls into this sec-
tor, relates to a selective hair dyeing accessory that elim-
inates all the drawbacks described above.
�[0018] In particular, the tool according to the invention
consists of a box-�shaped container that opens like wallet,
one wall of which takes the form of a grid, which can be
closed with an outer lid.
�[0019] With this configuration the lid can be lifted to
access the lock of hair with the products, and the lock of
hair remains clamped between the base of the container
and the grid wall; there is no need to open or remove the
accessory, and the lock of hair consequently remains
isolated from the surrounding hair.
�[0020] This invention will now be described in detail,
by way of example but not of limitation, by reference to
the annexed drawings wherein:�

• figure 1 shows the accessory according to the in-
vention in the open position, ready for the introduc-
tion of a lock of hair;
• figure 2 is a perspective view of the accessory
shown in figure 1, seen from the opposite side;
• figures 3 and 4 are two perspective views of the
accessory according to the invention, in the closed
position and with the lid raised, for washing the lock
of hair or for the application of a dye or the like;
• figure 6 is a perspective view of the closed acces-
sory;
• figure 7 is a side view of the closed accessory.

�[0021] As shown in figures 3 and 4, the accessory ac-
cording to the invention substantially comprises a flat
container, consisting of two elements shown as 1 and 2,
which are hinged to one another at a common edge 3.
�[0022] Element or base 1 comprises a closed end wall
4, with an edge 5 a few millimetres high all round it; the
second element 2 consists of a grid wall 6, also with side
edges 7 a few millimetres high, which perfectly overlap
with edges 5 of element 1 when the container is in the
closing position.
�[0023] Said container basically consists of two parts
which open like a wallet, the interior of which forms a
chamber a few millimetres thick, which can contain a lock
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of hair.
�[0024] At one edge, in particular the edge of hinge 3,
elements 1 and 2 present facing tabs 8 and 9 respective-
ly. A lid 19 which, in the closing position of the accessory,
illustrated in figures 5 and 6, is inserted hermetically into
edge 7 of element 2 to close grid wall 6, is hinged to a
pair of supports 10 which are integral with edge 7 of upper
element 2.
�[0025] The edge of element 2 presents a pair of teeth
11 (figures 1 and 2), while a pair of tabs 9, with a cavity
into which teeth 11 are inserted when upper element 2
closes onto element 1 to lock it in this position, are integral
with base 1.
�[0026] An arm 13, hinged to base 1 at the edge oppo-
site to the edge of hinge 3, presents a tooth 14 which
engages with a corresponding tab 15, on the opposite
side of base 1, when arm 13 closes on the wall of the base.
�[0027] Similar retaining systems, not illustrated in the
figures, allow lid 19 to be locked in the closing position
in edge 7 of element 2 with grid wall 6.
�[0028] The accessory operates as follows.
�[0029] At the start of the treatment, with the accessory
open as shown in figure 1, a lock of hair is taken up and
placed on elements 1 and 2, and free edge 16 of base 1
is placed close to the root of the hair.
�[0030] Arm 13 is then closed and secured with tooth
14, so as to clamp the hair at the root against base 1;
element 2 is then rotated and closed against base 1.
�[0031] During this stage the lock of hair is folded over,
with the fold positioned at the enlarged part 8, 9 of the
container.
�[0032] Upper wall 2 is closed against base 1, and teeth
11 engage with tabs 12 and the lock of hair, which re-
mains clamped between base 1 and grid wall 6.
�[0033] Next, the lock of hair is wet with the treatment
product and lid 19 is hermetically closed; the liquid re-
mains inside the container, wetting the lock of hair, and
the accessory hangs from the hair, the whole length of
which remains inside the accessory, as far as the root.
�[0034] The hairdresser continues in the same way with
the other locks of hair; when the accessory containing
the treatment liquids has been applied for the necessary
time s/he opens lid 19, allowing the product to flow out,
and rinses the lock of hair.
�[0035] The hairdresser continues the treatment by
wetting the lock of hair with the dye, which passes through
grid 6 and wets the hair in the container.
�[0036] Lid 19 is then closed again, and the accessory
is left closed for as long as necessary for the product to
complete the desired treatment.
�[0037] At the end of the treatment the lid is opened,
the product is emptied out, and the lock of hair is rinsed.
The accessory can then be opened by widening tabs 12,
and the accessory is ready for reuse.
�[0038] As will appear clearly from the above descrip-
tion, the accessory according to the invention is particu-
larly practical and useful, because it allows a number of
successive treatments to be performed on the same lock

of hair which remains enclosed in the container, allowing
the treatment liquid to reach the entire lock of hair without
affecting the nearby hair.
�[0039] It is also faster and more precise than known
devices, does not crimp the hair, and allows only part of
the lock to be coloured.
�[0040] Unlike other systems it allows the same lock of
hair to be treated again, which is practically impossible
with perforated caps, for example. Moreover, due to its
compact size, more locks of hair can be selected than
with other devices, and a smaller amount of product is
required.
�[0041] Finally, due to its particular configuration, it is
possible to colour only half the length of the lock, or only
part of the hair.
�[0042] The accessory could easily be manufactured
by plastic moulding, although the invention does not ex-
clude the use of different materials or manufacturing
techniques.
�[0043] The dimensions can obviously vary, depending
on the required use.

Claims

1. Selective hair dyeing accessory for streaking the
hair, of the type comprising a container designed to
enclose a lock of hair, which said container consists
of two parts (1, 2), hinged on one side (3) to allow
"wallet" opening, and is fitted with closing means (11,
12) designed to keep the two parts clamped together,
characterised in that one of said parts presents a
grid wall (6) hermetically closed with a lid (11).

2. Selective hair dyeing accessory as claimed in claim
1, characterised in that it consists of a flat container
consisting of a first base element (1) with a closed
bottom and a perimeter edge (5) a few millimetres
high, a second element (2) consisting of a grid wall
(6) with an edge (7) designed to overlap with edge
(5) of said base (1), which said first and second el-
ements are hinged at a common edge (3), and a lid
(19), hinged to said second element, which is de-
signed to move from an open position in which it
allows free access to said grid wall to a closed posi-
tion in which it hermetically closes said container.

3. Accessory as claimed in claim 1 or 2, characterised
in that it includes, at edge (16) opposite hinged edge
(3), an arm (13) designed to clamp a lock of hair
against said base element, which said arm is
equipped with a tooth (14) designed to engage with
a corresponding tab (15) present on said base (1) to
retain said arm in the lock clamping position.

4. Accessory as claimed in any of the preceding claims,
characterised in that it includes, on said base (1),
a pair of tabs (12) fitted with seatings designed to
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house corresponding teeth (11) fitted to second el-
ement (2), to keep said grid wall (6) clamped against
said base (1).

5. Accessory as claimed in any of the preceding claims,
characterised in that it includes, at hinged edge (5)
between said two walls of the container, a tab de-
signed to allow the lock of hair to be folded back
when the container is closed.
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